
Why do you need a College Board
account?
If you're taking a Pre-AP course, you'll need
access to Pre-AP Classroom—the online
platform used to access instructional resources
and assessments. A College Board account is
required to access Pre-AP Classroom. 

Once you create a College Board account, you'll
be able to use that same account for any
College Board course or assessment such as
the SAT Suite of Assessments or future AP
courses. 

Obtaining a College Board Account:
Students Under 13
Students under 13 must have parent/guardian
consent before they can create an account. Here's
what needs to happen:

Step 1: Parents: complete the Account Creation
Consent Form (PDF).

Step 2: Submit the form by either:
Scanning and emailing the Account Creation
Consent Form (PDF)as an attachment to the
school's point of contact who will send all forms
in a single batch.

       or
Completing the Account Creation Consent Form
digitally and emailing it as an attachment directly
to accountrequest@collegeboard.org.

The school will inform parents which submission
method to use.

Students Under 13: 
Accessing Pre-AP Classroom

Timeline: Account Creation

Parent completes the Account
Creation Consent Form.

Form is submitted using one of the two
submission methods.

Within seven days of College Board
receiving the completed form, a
password reset link will be sent to the
student's email address provided in
the form, cc'ing the parent's email
address.

The student updates the temporary
password on the account within
seven days (or the link will expire).

Access granted! Students can
explore Pre-AP Classroom and other
College Board offerings.

Step 3: Students update the password
within seven days of receiving their
account link. The link will be emailed to the
address provided on the form.
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